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The approximation of p-adic numbers by algebraic numbers of bounded degree 
is studied. Results similar to those obtained by Wirsing and by Davenport and 
Schmidt in the real case are proved in the p-adic case. Unlike the real case the 
expected best exponent is not obtained when approximating by quadratic irra- 
tionals. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper p-adic analogs of some of the results of Wirsing [7] and 
Davenport and Schmidt [2] will be proved. Wirsing investigated the relation- 
ship between the size of the linear form x,@ + x,&? + *** + x0 and the 
approximation of ( by algebraic numbers of degree at most n. This problem 
arose from the equivalence between Mahler’s and Koksma’s classifications 
of transcendental numbers, Mahler’s involving the approximation of zero 
by linear forms and Koksma’s involving approximation by algebraic 
numbers. The p-adic analogs of most of the results of Wirsing in [7] are 
proved. In the case n = 2 the result can be improved as was done in the real 
case by Davenport and Schmidt in [2]. This is not as successful as in the real 
case since the expected best exponent is not obtained. The main results 
that we do obtain are: 
THEOREM 1. Let .$ E Q, . If .$ is not algebraic of degree less than or equal 
to n, then there are infinitely many solutions 01, to 
[ g  - a j  D < H(a)-(n+3)/2 
where o( is algebraic of degree at most n. 
* This paper is based on part of the author’s Ph.D. Thesis written at the University of 
Maryland under the direction of Professor William W. Adams. 
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THEOREM 2. Let I E Q, . If5 is not a rational or quadratic irrational there 
are infinitely many solutions 01 E Q, , to 
1 5 - a I8 Q H(a)-(l+31’“) 
with OL rational or quadratic irrational. 
We will use thefilfowing notation. Let ( x, ,,.,, x0 / = max(i x, I,..., j x0 I). 
IfP(T) = x,T” + **. + x0 is a polynomial in Z[ZJ we let H(P) = / xn ,..., x0 I 
be its height. If a! is algebraic and P(T) is its minimal polynomial over h then 
we let H(ol) = H(P). We also usef < g to meanf < Cg where C is a constant 
depending only on $, n, and p. 
2. ALGEBRAIC NTJMBER~ AND LINEAR FORMS 
Before proving these theorems we first prove a theorem relating appro- 
ximation by algebraic numbers to an approximation problem involving 
linear forms. 
THEOREM 3. (a) Let [ E Q, and 6 > 0 be given. rf 
has an infinite number of solutions, (x, ,..., x0) in integers, then 
1 .$ - a I9 < C’H(cp (2) 
has an injinite number of solutions 01, which are algebraic of degree at most n. 
(b) If S > n - 1 then (1) has an infinite number of solutions 
h >..., x,,) E E” tfand on/y zf(2) has an infinite number of solutions cy, which are 
algebraic of degree at most n. In this case we can guarantee that the 01 are in Q, . 
We note that, if n < 5, then (n + 3)/2 > n - 1 and so, in this case, the (y. 
from Theorem 1 must lie in Q, . 
Proof of part a. We will show that each solution to (1) gives rise to a 
solution to (2) and that an infinite number of these solutions to (2) are distinct. 
Let (xn ,..., x0) be a solution to (1). We can assume x, # 0, since otherwise 
we replace n by n’ < n where x,, # 0. Let 
Q(T) = x,Tn + x,-lTR-l + *** + x,, 
= x,(T - cdl) **- (T - cd,) 
441lrol3-5 
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where the oli are ordered so that 1 4 - (Ye ID < / f - ai j2, for all i. After 
factoring Eq. (l), we see it is equivalent to 
Since 
nx,p-I + ..a + x1 = x, 
( 
$(5 - 4 **- (-F-r;;-) *.. (5 - a,)) 
we have 
Since I 5 - (Ye j2, < 1 [ - ai jP this gives 
I 5 - 011 122 < c I x, ,..., x0 P. 
We next need to replace 1 xa ,..., x0 I by H(a,). Let Q&r’) be the minimal 
polynomial for 01~ over Z. Then we have Q(T) = Qr(T) * Qz(Z’) for some 
QaG’? E WI. 
Using a lemma from Gelfond [3, p. 141 we see 
H(Q) = 2-3”H(Q1) = 2-3nH(011), 
which implies 
It- 011 Ip < c I x72 9***, x0 l--6 < C’II(ap 
where C’ = C’(n, 6, C). 
Finally we need to show that an infinite number of the ol, are distinct. 
Assume 01~ and Q1 are as above and again that Q(T) = Qr(T) * Qz(T). We 
will show that if Q satisfies (1) there are only a finite number of possible Q,(r). 
Since Q satisfies (1) we have as before: 
0 < I 5 - a, 12, < C I x, ,..., xo I-* < WQY ff(Q&“. 
From this we see that for a tixed 01~ we have H(Q,) is bounded and so the 
number of possible Q2 is finite. Thus each cu, is the root of only a finite number 
of Q’s and so there must be an infinite number of distinct al’s, which com- 
pletes the proof of part a. 
Before proving part b we need: 
LEMMA 1. Let P(T) = x,Tn + .**+~,withx~~bfori=Oton.Ifthe 
roots of P are 01~ ,..., 01, with LY$ # CX~ then 
1 IX+ - LYj 12) > H(P)-‘n-l’. 
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ProoJ Consider P,(T) = J&j {T - (01~ - cq)“). This is a polynomial 
with coefficients in Q and roots (ai - aJ2. In order to prove the lemma we 
first show that if P,(T) E Z[T] and if P2(01) = 0 then 
I a: /II > HV2F1. (3) 
Let P,(T) = ymT”” + +a- + y. . Since P2(,) = 0 we have 
Yea --1 = y, + . ** + y&-l. 
If 1 cy. j9 < I this implies j yOa-* ID < 1. If 1 (Y (D > 1 then / )‘ocy-l lp < 1 is 
clear. So we have 1 y,, ID < I 01 12, and since 
I Yo ID 2 I Yo 1-l 2 fv2)-l 
we have 1 cy j9 > II(l as desired. 
We next need to show that for P and PI as above we have 
H(P)2n-2 > H(x”n”-2P,). (4) 
The coefficients of PI(T) are symmetric functions of the (q - aJ2 and so 
they are also symmetric functions of aI ,..., cz, . Thus the coefficients of P,(T) 
are polynomials in the elementary symmetric functions of the xi/x, . The 
degree Of Xi in LYE is one. From the definition of P,(T) we see that the degree of 
a coefficient of PI(T) in ‘Ye is at most 2n - 2 since each olj appears in exactly 
n - 1 of the roots (ai - ai)” which have degree two in oj . Thus if we consider 
a coefficient of PI(T) as a polynomial in the x$/x, , 0 ,( i < n - 1, its total 
degree is at most 2n - 2 and so each coefficient of x2,“-2P,(T) is an integer and 
a polynomial of total degree 2n - 2 in the xi , 0 < xi ,< n. Thus we have 
H(x:-2P,) < H(P)+-2 
as desired. 
Combining (3) and (4) gives 
which gives the lemma. 
In order to prove part b we assume I 4 - (Ye j2, Q H(~I,)-~ where 6 > n - 1. 
Let 012 ,..., o1, be the conjugates of oL1 , and assume j 4 - 01~ jz, < / 5 - 0~~ j,, Vi. 
We first show that if H(cll,) is large then i # 1 implies I 5 - 01~ I9 # I.$ - ai I ,,,. 
From Lemma 1 we know that if P(T) is the minimal polynomial for 01~ over Z 
then 
H(P)-(n-1) < \ cc1 - ai L < max(l 5 - a1 ID, I t - ai I,). 
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If we assume I&LI~/, = It-- CQ I9 then both are less than C”H(ol,)-” 
which gives 
H(P)-‘n-1’ Q H(a,)-” = H(P)-” 
which if 6 > n - 1 and H(IX,) is large enough is a contradiction. 
Wecannowassumel[-ol,i, < 16--~~I,fori# l.Justaswith(l),(2) 
is equivalent to 
I x, I9 I5 - % In ... I5 - %I IP 
Sincel[-ol,Ip<I[- cyI 12, for i # 1 this implies 
I x2 + ,.. + xo ,3 e C’ I nx,P-l + *.. + x0 ID I x, ,...r x0 16 
which is what we wished to show. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 3 we note that I 5 - cyl I 2, < I 4 - ai I I) 
implies, by Krasner’s lemma [5, p. 431 that Q,(cx,) C Q,([) = Q, . 
3. APPROXIMATION BY ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS OF DEGREE AT MOST n 
As well as Theorem 1 we will prove a more general theorem which is the 
p-adic analog of some of the results of Wirsing in [7]. 
THEOREM 1'. Let EEQ,. Assume that there are an infinite number of 
solutions to 
with (x, ,..., x0) E Z M and w  > n + 1. Then there are an infinite number of cy, 
algebraic of degree at most n, such that 
where w* = max(w - n + 1, min(n, (w + 2)/2)). 
We note that Theorem 1 can be deduced from Theorem 1’ since we will 
show that for any [ E Q, we can take w  = n + 1, and so have the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1’ satisfied. 
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LEMMA 2. For any h E Z we ean$nd a nonzero solution (x0 ,..., x,) E Zn+-l 
t0 
I xn5” + x,-15+1 -t 0-a + x0 ID d Cp-h, (5) 
I x, ,.-., x0 j < pWn+l), (61 
where C = maxOsiGn I P jP . 
Proof. We first note that the set of all (x0 ,..., xn) satisfying (5), forms a 
lattice. We will show that the determinant of this lattice is ph, and so by 
Minkowski’s Convex Body Theorem [l, p. 711 we must have a nonzero 
lattice point satisfying (6). 
Let bi = e if j t ID < 1 and bi = p-” if not, so b, E Z, . Then (5) is 
equivalent to 
I x,&z + --- + x,b, I,, d P-” (7) 
where one of b, , b, is 1. Assume, by relabeling if necessary, b, = 1. Choose 
& E Z such that 1 & - bi I9 < p-h, then it is easy to check from (7) that 
(1, 0, (A..., 0, 4, 
(0, 1, (A..., 0, 4, 
a 0, o,..., 0, P”) 
form a basis for the lattice and so the determinant of the lattice is@ as desired. 
If we let h 4 CO we see that we must get infinitely many different solutions 
to 
/ X,tn + Xnwl~-l + **- + X0 jp < i X0 ,..., X,L Iecn +l). (8) 
We also need to see that we can choose solutions to / x,p + **. + x, I p < 
I x72 ,..., x0 IP which are irreducible. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that there are an in$nite number of solutions Q(T) ~= 
x,T” + a*. + x0 satisfying 
I Q<Ol, < ff(Q)FU’; (9) 
then there are an infinite number of irreducible Q satisfying (9). 
Proof. Assume only a finite number of the Q satisfying (9) are irreducible. 
Thus if H(Q) is large we have Q(T) = Q,(T) . Qz(T) and as we have seen (9) 
implies 
I Q&3. I Q,<Ol, < fWFw < ff(QP WQP 
and so for one of Ql and Q, we have 
I Qk% < ff(Qi)-“‘. 
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Also there are infinitely many different Qi for which this is true since if we had 
a single Qi coming from infinitely many Q then, treating Qi as a constant, 
the other factor of Q must satisfy 1 Qi(f)/2, < H(Q,)+. 
If we still do not have an infinite number of irreducible polynomials then 
we can factor this Qi and repeat the above process. 
For each irreducible Q satisfying (9) we will construct another polynomial 
S of degree at most n. Before constructing S we note that, for any polynomial 
S, if Q 1 S then S(T) = Q(T) Qr(T) and so as before we get 
f&9 > C,WQ). (10) 
In order to construct S we note that, by Lemma 2, we can find a nonzero 
solution, (yn ,..., yJ E iP+l, to 
/Yn5n+*~*+YolY<P-h, 
I Y7a ,*-.> yo I d Phjn+l 
for each h E Z. We will choose h so)that Ph < CT”H(Q)“+l < ph+l. Thus 
we have 
I Yn5” + -a- + y. 1 <p-h < H(Q)-(*+l), (11) 
I Yn ,***3 yo I < phln+l < CAQ). W) 
Also from (10) and (12) we see that if 
S(T) = y,T” + y,-,Tn-l + *** + y, 
then Q 7 S. Thus, since Q is irreducible, we have (Q, S) = 1. 
We will now examine the resultant of Q and S. Assume 
Q(T) = xlTz + *.* + x0, 
S(T) = y,nT”’ + *** + Y,, 
where x1, y, # 0. Assume fll ,..., & are the roots of Q(T) and y1 ,..., ym 
are the roots of S(T). Then 
NQ, s3 = xzmymz l-I (Pi - yi). i#j 
Since (Q, S) = 1 we have R(Q, S) # 0. 
Before proving Theorem 1’ we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let .$ E Q, and 
(13) 
Q(T) = x,Tn + -** + x0 = x,(2--- al) *-* (T- a!,) 
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where (x, ,..., x0) E Pfl; then 
&nyJ-Jfi I5 - % 12, G ““:(y ‘“,) 
Proof We first show that if 
F(T) = a,T” + anelTn--l -I- a** + a, 
is any polynomial with F(T) E Q.[r] and if fll ,..., fin are the roots of F then 
For F(T) as above we let j F le = max 1 ai ID and we note that if u E Q, 
then (aF/, = jal.IFI.. Before proving (14) we show that if F(T) = 
G(T) H(T) then I F ( 9 = j G I 2) I H ) 3) . Since the coefficients of F(T) are in Q, , 
multiplying by ] F l;l, we can assume j F jP = 1. Similarly, after factoring 
we can multiply G(T) and H(T) by [ G Ii1 and / G ( 2, and so we can assume 
( G ID = 1. So we need to show that I H I9 = 1, in this case. It is easy to see 
that j H ID < 1 implies 1 F lp < 1 and an argument as in Gauss’ lemma 
showsthatifjH/,>lthenIF/,>landsoweget/HI,=lasdesired. 
We now prove (14). Renumber the pi so that the product in (14) is nE”=, /3, . 
Factor F(r) as G(T) H(T) where 
G(T) = a, fi CT - BA 
i=l 
H(T) = fi (T  - pj,. 
i=m+1 
Then I HI, 3 1 so IGI, < /Fl,andso 
which is (14). 
To prove the lemma we consider Q(T + 5) which has roots 5 - 01~ . The 
leading coefficient of Q(t + 2”) is x, and the other coefficients are poly- 
nomials in Z[c] of degree at most n. Thus by (14) we see that 
jJ 
my set of i 
I[- ai(9 < ma;y~). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1’. Since the proof follows that of 
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Wirsing in 171 we will only sketch it. We take an infinite number of irreducible 
Q which satisfy 
I Q(Ol, < HQ>-“- 
For each Q we choose an S as above. Let fii and yj be ordered so that if p < v 
then If-&I, d 14-Puli, and It-ruI, G I~‘-Y~I~. Let qi = 
I 5 - A lp and sj = I 6 - 3/j 19. 
From the Sylvester form of the resultant [4, p. 135) we see 1 ,< ] R(S, Q)l < 
H(Q)” H(S)” so [ R(S, Q)[, > H(Q)-” H(S)-*, and so we have 
Let ei = Cj.sj<qi 1 andSj = &oi+j 1. We note that e, < ez < **. < e < m 
andf, <f2 < -** d fm < 1. Thus we get 
(15) 
We will assume q2 -C 1 and s, < 1 and prove that, in this case, all but 
finitely many pairs (Q, S) have e, < 1 andf, < 1. Assume an infinite number 
of pairs have fi > 2, then we get, from (19), that 
H(Q)-” H(S)-” Q 
The first factor is 1 s([)i”, and, by Lemma 4, the other two factors are bounded 
so we get 
H(S)-” H(Q)-” < / S(f)l”, < H(Q)--(2n+2) 
which implies H(Q) is bounded and so there are only finitely many pairs (Q, S) 
with fi >, 2. Similarly there are only finitely many pairs with e, > 2. 
We now assume e, < 1 and fi < 1 and proceed as in [7]. There are four 
cases depending on the relative sizes of q1 , q2 , s1 , s2 . For example, if 
q1 < s1 < q2 < s, we multiply (15) by qlzs, . After rearranging factors we can 
use Lemma 4, and bounds on I Q(f)‘>1, and ) S([)l, to get 
q12 < qls, < H(Q)-‘w+2’. 
In each case we get either q < H(Q)-cw+2)la or s, < H(S)-tw+2)J2. Again as in 
[7], if either s2 > 1 or q2 c=- 1 we get either / 5 - y1 la < H(s) n or 
/ ,$ - ,i3i I9 < H(Q)-“. Since Q is irreducible H@?,) = H(Q) and we have 
seen that, since y1 is a root of S, H(y,) < H(fl. Thus from what we have 
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shown above we get that there are an infinite number of solutions 01, to 
where d = min(n, (w + 2)/2) and a is algebraic of degree at most n. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1’ we consider the discriminant D, 
of Q where Q is irreducible and satisfies / Q(f)‘>I, << H(Q)-“‘. Let Q and qi 
be as above then, since 
D = R(Q, Q’)lx 
We get H(Q)-“+’ < ] D 17” and so, as in [7], we get q1 < H(Q)-(w-n+l). 
Since there are an infinite number of irreducible Q this finishes the proof of 
Theorem 1’. 
4. APPROXIMATION BY QUADRATICS (THEOREM 2) 
In order to prove our theorems we will define a sequence of minimum 
points. The idea behind using a sequence of minimum points is due to 
Davenport and Schmidt [2]. The construction of the minimum points is 
analogous to Mahler’s construction of a p-adic continued fraction in [6]. 
Before we define our sequence we recall that by Lemma 2 we know that 
for any h E Z we can find a solution (x, y, z) E .P to 
I x5” + YS + z I B < C&, (16) 
I x, Y, z I < ph’3 (17) 
for some constant C, > 0. If X = (x, y, z) we will let 13 = ) x, y, z j be 
the height of X. We will also need the function defined by 
To define the sequence of minimum points we choose XI = (x1 , yr , zr) 
with /%I = 1, which has I x15” + y,[ + z1 lP minimal. Assume we have 
defined Xi . We will now define X,+r . We first choose hi E Z such that 
c4 P-2”t’3 < E(Xi ) yi , Zi) < cqp-2h*/3+2’3. (18) 
We next choose a solution to (16) and (17) with h = hi . If there is more than 
one solution to (16) and (17) we first choose one for which E(x, y, z) is 
minimal, and then choose one for which I x, y, z I is minimal. Call this 
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solution X,,, . We have that (xi ,yi, zi) = 1 since if ~GZ we have 
E(G UY, UZ) 2 E(x, y, z). Thus one point with E(x, y, z) minimal will have 
(x, y, z) = 1 and it will have smaller height than any of its multiples. 
Since X,,, satisfies (16) and (17) we have 
E(Xj+,) < C&l-2hi’3, 
so from (18) we see that h,+r > hi . We also must have 1 Xj+l 1 > El 
since if not X,+r would satisfy (16) and (17) with h = hi-r and, since 
E(X,+,) < E(&), X,+l would have been chosen as Xi . 
Since E(Xi) < Cpp-2h/3+2/3 we have 
I xif2 + Yif + zi lp < _ c4p2’3 
Id kJ2’ 
(19) 
We will now show 
LEMMA 5. There are infinitely many triples Xi , Xi+1 , Xi+% in our sequence 
which drt? linearly independent. 
Proof. Assume not. Let (Xi, X,,,) be the subspace of Iw3 spanned by Xi 
and X,+l . Then there exists an n E Z such that for all i > n we have 
<xi T x,+1> = Cxi+l 5 Xif2). To see this we note that, from the way they 
were chosen, X, and X,+r are linearly independent. Thus if Xi , Xi+, , Xi+2 
are linearly dependent we must have Xi+2 C (Xi , X,+1). Thus (Xi+, , Xi+,> is 
a two-dimensional subspace of (Xi, X,+1) and so is equal to it. By induction 
we get <X, , X,,,) = (Xi , X,+1) for all i 2 n and thus X, E (Xi , X,+l>. 
If we let L,(T) = xiT2 + yiT + zi and L,(T) = 2xiT + yi we have 
X?Z Yn -GA 
xi Yi zi 
xi+1 Yr+1 zi+1 I I 
X, U5) L?m 
= xi J%(5) Li(f) = 0. 
-xi+1 G+l(5) Li+ (0 
Expanding by minors gives 
L(O(XiG+l(O - xi+lLXO) 
= Li([)(xnLl+,(f) - x(+lLL(E)) - Li+l(6(x?ZL;(f) - xiLZ&(R). 
The right side of this equation is <max(j Li([)l,, 1 Li+,(Oj,) and so we have 
IT~l -2. (20) I L(‘tN, 
Claim. 
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Xi+l L;+l([) = xi+l yi+l = (XiYiQ - -G+lYi). 
If this is nonzero then since 
/ J’j+lXi - yjXi+l j < lx,l TX--l a+1 
and the left side is an integer we must have 
lYi+1*, - Y&+1 
as desired. Thus we need to show 
Yi+1& - - y&+1 # 0. 
Assume Xi yi+l - yixi+i = 0. Then we have (u/b) xi = Xi+1 and (u/b) yi = 
Y. a+1 7 for some a, b E H - (0) with (a, b) = 1. Since this implies uxi = bxisl 
we must have b [ Xi and a 1 Xi+l. Thus I b / < I xi ( < 13 and / a / < 
I Xi+1 i -. < lzj. 
We now consider 
Since axi = bxi+l and uyi = by,+, this implies 
I azi - bzf+, jp < IX’J-’ 
-- 
I Xii1 I-‘, 
There are two possibilities: 
(i) uz, = bzi+l which implies axi = bxi+l and, since (x, , yi , zi) = 1 
for all i, this is a contradiction. 
(ii) 0 < 1 uzi - bz,+l ID 
I b I < 1x1 
Q 1x1-l Izl-“. Since j a I < I%[ and 
we must have 
Thus 
laq-bzi+,I <21Xil \a. 
which implies 
I azi - bzi+l D I > l-z-1 rzT+> 
If i is large this is a contradiction, and so the claim is proved. 
From (20) and the claim we get ( L,([)l D < \m-l for all i large. 
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Since n is fixed and the right side tends to zero we get a contradiction, and 
so the lemma is proved. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we also need: 
LEMMA 6. At least one of each pair Xi, X,+l in our sequence, with i 
su@iently large, satisjies 
12~~+YlP>l~x,Y,zl-1’2 (21) 
or there are an infinite number of solutions to ( [ - z/y jB < 1 y, z /-3, 
We note that the second possibility gives a better result than Theorem 2. 
ProoJ: Let Xi and X,,, be two successive points in our sequence. Let 
&(7’) and L:(T) be as above. Let R(Li , L,+1) be the resultant of Li and Li+l . 
We first assume R(Li , L,+J # 0 and note that R(Li , Li+l) can be written in 
the form 
I xi G(5) Li(O O I 
since this is R(L,(T + t), L,,(T + t)). Expanding along the last columns 
gives 
we have 
I R(L,, Li+Ja > lx,k2 IxJ-’ 
Thus one of Xi or X,+l satisfies (21). 
We now assume R(Li , L,+l) = 0 for infinitely many pairs Xi, X,+l and 
show we get the second possibility in our lemma. Since (xi , yi , zi) = 1, 
for all i, Li+l is not a multiple of Li and so Li and Li+l must have a common 
linear factor. In particular they must have rational roots. We now assume 
that an infinite number of the Li’S have rotianal roots. Factoring such an Li 
gives 
L,(T) = XiT2 + yJ + .7i 
= (9T + r)W + 1) 
with (q, r) = 1 and (s, t) = 1. Since k} > j q, r j - / s, t / f3, p. 141 we have 
/ q.$ + r le I s[ + t Ip < lXl-3 Q I 4, r F3 * I s, t I-‘. 
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Thus for one of the factors, say qf + r, we must have 
I 45 + r ID < I 4, r lk3. (22) 
If the same factor, qtj + r, is chosen from all but a finite number of the Lf 
we can treat it as a constant and the other factor of such an L, will satisfy (22). 
Thus we have an infinite number of solutions to 
with (q, r) = 1. 
If 1 4. r j is large then, since / r ID > / q, r I-l, (22) implies / r I9 = j q( In . 
Since 4 and r have no common factors there is a bound on the power of p 
which can divide q, so j q 12, > 1. Thus (22) implies 1 5 + r/q Ip < / q, r 1-3 
as desired. 
We will now prove Theorem 2. 
As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 6, if an infinite number of the L, 
have rational roots we are done. Thus we can assume, if i is large, Li is 
irreducible. Then, for large i, we have yi2 - 4xizi + 0. Since I yi2 - 4xizi 1 < 
Ix12 we have 
IllIF < / yi2 - 4XiZi /fl = / L;(t)’ - 4S,L;(<)l,, . 
Since / 4xiLi(c)l, < Ix(-3 we must have, for large i, 
or 
IX,lk2 < i L:(E)/; 
lFJdl < ( L&$)j, . (23) 
We will now take a linearly independent triple Xi , X,+i , XiwL and use 
Lemma 6 and show that one of these vectors satisfies the inequality of 
Theorem 2. 
If xi , xi+1 , Xi+2 are linearly independent we have 
-Yi ?‘i z j 
xi+1 Yi+1 Zi+l 
xia2 Yi+2 zir-3 ii 
Xi G(5) L&3 
xi+1 G+,(5) JLlG3 
xi+2 G+,(5) L?+,(t) D 
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since the determinant is nonzero. Expanding by minors gives 
Depending on which term is the maximum and on which terms satisfy 
I J%xl~ pg- l/a we get several cases. Since all the cases are handled in a 
similar way we do only one. If ] L;(f) - L,+,([)l, is not the maximum then we 
have 
which by (19) implies 
Ix--l 
(24) 
We now take the case where we also have / L;+,(t)/, > III-~/~. Here 
we have two subcases depending on what max(l Li+,(@J, , j L:+&)jS) is. 
We will only consider the case where the maximum is I &.,(~I, . 
We will assume I Li+,([)j, > Ix,,ll since otherwise from (23) we get 
1 Li+&)l, < lTi:J-@+@) < I L:+,([)l, 
-- 
I xi+J-(l+@) 
which is what we want. Thus we have 
l-T~l-(1+31’2) < I Li+l(.$)l, -g I X,.,-l I-1 Ix,1 -2 
which implies II 2/(1+s1’2) < 1 X,+l 1. By (23) we then get 
-- 
J L;+2(.g)J, $3 I xi*J-(-+31’a)) 
which implies 
--- 
I L+2(01, << I -G+&3/2, I xi+2 I-(1+31’e). 
In the other cases we can get a larger exponent and so we have that one of 
xi 9 xi+1 5 Xi+2 gives a solution to 
1 xp + yl + 2 12, Q I 2(x + y le Ix(-(1+3”“) 
which, by Theorem 3, gives the theorem. 
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5. THEOREM 4 
Our sequence of minimum points can also be used to prove 
THEOREM 4. Let f E Q, . Assume that there are only a jinite number of 
solutions to ) xf2 $ y[ + z \a < C, / x, y, z ‘I+ with w > 3. Then there are an 
injnite number of solutions to 
with o! rational or quadratic irrational. 
Proof. Assume for all i large that 1 xit2 + yi5 + zi jl) > (q+‘. Thus 
by (19) 
or (25) 1 X,+l [2/1W-1) < 14. 
If we take a linearly independent triple we get, as before, 
This implies 
Then (25) implies 
lLijJ2~cw-1)-1 < max(l L;(t)/ ) 2, . 
Thus we have for one of i, i + I, i + 2, 
since w  > 3 this gives 
as desired. 
If we can take w  = 3 in Theorem 4, as would be the case if t were a cubic 
irrational then we would get the expected exponent of 3 instead of 1 + 3112. 
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